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A statistical analytical model for hydrophilic
electropore characterization: a comparison study†
P. Marracino,a M. Liberti,a P. T. Vernierb and F. Apollonio

*a

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have proved to be a useful tool for unveiling many aspects of pore
formation in lipid membranes under the inﬂuence of external electric ﬁelds. In order to compare the
size-related properties of pores in bilayers of various compositions, generated and maintained under
diﬀerent physical and chemical conditions, reference metrics are needed for characterizing pore
geometry and its evolution over time. In the present paper three diﬀerent methodologies for evaluating
electropore geometrical behavior will be compared: (i) the ﬁrst allows analysis of the dimensions of the
pore through an algorithm that uses a Monte Carlo simulated annealing procedure to ﬁnd the best route
for a sphere with variable radius to squeeze through the pore channel; (ii) a more recent procedure
extracts pore volume from an integration of a three-dimensional model of the irregular shape of the
pore; (iii) a new method based on a statistical approach (following essential dynamics principles)
Received 3rd April 2017
Accepted 15th June 2017

describes pore geometrical ﬂuctuations in a robust and reproducible way. For the same pore height of
2 nm the three methods give rise to mean electropore radii up to 3-fold diﬀerent. The three approaches

DOI: 10.1039/c7ra03812g

described here are not system-speciﬁc, i.e. the methods can be generalized for any kind of pore for

rsc.li/rsc-advances

which appropriate structural information is available.

Introduction
Membrane electroporation or electropermeabilization is
recognized to cause a considerable increase in the electrical
conductivity and permeability of the plasma membrane by the
use of an externally applied electrical eld.1,2
Although this physical phenomenon is described in terms of
transition of semi-permeable membranes from closed states to
porated ones as the transmembrane potential exceeds a critical
threshold,3,4 the complex mechanisms underlying electroporation processes in living cells are still not denitely established. In particular, several measurement techniques (i.e.
electrical measurements,5 ow cytometry,6 and uorescence
microscopy7) indicate that permeabilization can occur in a few
ns, implying a direct rearrangement of membrane components;
however, even if optical recording of isolated electropores in
planar droplet interface bilayers have been proposed,8 real-time
analysis of membrane poration is still something that has never
been completely experimentally proven. In this context,
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can provide an important perspective to elucidate nanoscale and nanosecond
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processes as the ones related to phospholipid double layer
electropermeabilization.
MD simulations provide atomic-scale information on energetics and dynamics of complex biomolecular structures,9 on
interactions of proteins with electric elds10–18 and on the
behavior of membranes in electric elds, where it has been
shown that application of a suﬃciently strong electric eld
across lipid bilayers leads to the intrusion of water defects and
the formation of aqueous, conductive pores.19–23 For the case of
lipid bilayers in permeabilizing electric elds, thanks to MD
simulations, the molecular mechanism has been unveiled,19,20,24
and the diﬀerent stages of pore formation have been
characterized.25
The diﬀusion of electropores, along with their rapid uctuation in conductance, conrms that their structure is highly
dynamic; this unique feature is well captured by MD simulations, in fact lipid electropores formed through molecular
simulations are changing progressively and dynamically in
time.26
Recently it has been shown that the lipid electropores can be
stabilized by reducing the applied electric eld from a higher
value used for pore formation value to a lower sustaining value,
enabling the characterization of the properties of these permeabilizing structures under controlled, steady-state conditions.27–29 The pores can be sustained for long periods
(hundreds of nanoseconds or longer) by applying an external
electric eld of the appropriate magnitude along the axis of the
pore. The diameter of the pore can be tuned by varying the
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external eld, enabling a systematic examination of the ion
conductance of lipid electropores.30 In this way an electropore
can be maintained in a quasi-stable equilibrium condition,
enabling a systematic analysis of its geometric and other
properties.
Several methods have been used for the geometric characterization of membrane pores. One of these was developed for
determining the size of the cavities in protein channels, which
provide a solvent-lled pathway for solute translocation (Hole
program, http://www.holeprogram.org/).31 The method developed by Smart and colleagues uses the van der Waals surface of
molecules to infer the minimum cavity radius in a mechanistic
fashion, i.e., a probe sphere with radius equal to the cavity
radius should pass through the cavity without any direct
obstruction. This method has been used to characterize lipid
electropores.24
Another method extracts radius in a diﬀerent way to dene
a pore size metric.22 Here the length of the pore in the z-direction (normal to the bilayer plane) is determined by the mean
(xy) plane of the nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) atoms for each
leaet of the bilayer. The region between the two P–N planes
(the bilayer interior) is divided into bins 1.5 nm thick in the zdirection, with each bin overlapping its neighbor by 0.5 nm. For
each bin, the minimum and maximum x- and y-positions of the
nitrogen and phosphorus atoms (in the pore walls) are calculated, and the center of the bin is taken to be the average of the
maximum and minimum values. The radius for each bin is
dened as the average distance between the positions of all
phosphorus and nitrogen atom in that bin and the center. The
overall pore radius is then selected as the smallest of the bin
radii for each time point. The electropore boundaries may be
determined from water density proles32,33 rather than from
phosphorus and nitrogen spatial locations.
Fernández and co-authors34 extracted pore volume in a threestep procedure. First, the porated section of the membrane is
divided into three regions: an upper head group (polar) region,
a lower head group (polar) region, and an intermediate
(nonpolar) region (the bilayer interior). The nonpolar region is
divided along the pore axis (z-axis) into cylindrical slices
(cylindroids) whose radii are approximated from the coordinates of the water molecules at the greatest distance from the
pore axis in the plane of the bilayer (x-axis and y-axis). The
volume is then the sum of the volumes of all the cylindroids.
Finally, Marracino and co-authors recently introduced a new
procedure for lipid pore characterization, based on the covariance matrix method.35 This approach, which extracts the pore
geometry from a statistical analysis of the tridimensional
surface of the pore, has been used to characterize a complex
biomolecular system in physiological conditions36 and in
external electric elds.37–40
As more and more complex and heterogeneous membrane
systems are simulated, robust, reliable, and reproducible
metrics are needed for comparisons of size and structure of
stable pores, to facilitate the development of physics-based
expressions for pore dynamics as a function of system components and conditions.
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Here we compare three methods for dening electropore
geometry,31,34,35 focusing on the diﬀerences among them and
their strong and weak points, with the goal of capturing the
essential geometric features of the electropore, so that the
pore's surface area and volume can be quantitatively
characterized.

Materials and methods
Simulation conditions
All molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed
using the GROMACS set of programs, version 4.6.6.41 Lipid
topologies were derived from OPLS united-atom parameters42
obtained from Peter Tieleman of the University of Calgary
(http://moose.bio.ucalgary.ca). The Simple Point Charge (SPC)
water model was used.43 Systems were coupled to a temperature
bath at 310 K with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps and a pressure
bath at 1 bar with a relaxation time of 1 ps, each using the vrescale coupling algorithm,44 and the Berendsen algorithm,45
respectively. Pressure was coupled semi-isotropically (using
a compressibility of 4.5  105 bar1) normal to and in the
plane of the membrane. Bond lengths were constrained using
the LINCS algorithm46 for lipids and SETTLE47 for water. Shortrange electrostatic and Lennard-Jones interactions were cut oﬀ
at 1.0 nm. Long-range electrostatics were calculated by the PME
algorithm48 using fast Fourier transforms and conductive
boundary conditions. Reciprocal-space interactions were evaluated on a 0.12 nm grid with fourth-order B-spline interpolation. The parameter ewald_rtol, which controls the relative error
for the Ewald sum in the direct and reciprocal space, was set to
105. Periodic boundary conditions were employed to mitigate
system size eﬀects.

Systems and structures
All systems contained 512 lipid molecules—1-palmitoyl-2oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (POPC)—and an ionic
solution made of 88 potassium ions, 88 chloride ions, and
approximately 53 000 water molecules, resulting in an initial
potassium chloride concentration of about 91 mM in the bulk
water. The initial box size was approximately 13 nm  13 nm 
13 nm. Aer the equilibrated conguration was reached, the
methodology described in ref. 34 to produce a trajectory with
a stable electropore was used. An electric eld of 400 megavolt
per meter (MV m1) was initially applied along the z-axis
(normal to the bilayer plane). Aer electropore formation, the
electric eld intensity was lowered to 30 MV m1 for a 50 ns
productive run in order to stabilize the pore. No constraints
have been applied to the system's roto-translational degrees of
freedom, hence the pore has not been articially immobilized.
By visual inspection via VMD program,49 the lower-eld trajectory exhibits a rather stable electropore for about 40 ns, while
for the last 10 ns the electropore starts to expand, eventually
becoming divergent. This is well represented in Fig. 1, where the
axes of the ellipse representative of the central section of the
pore are reported as a function of time as obtained with the
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Two possible approaches for electropore deﬁnition. Molecular
graphics images were generated with visual VMD 1.8.7.49

Fig. 2

Simulation time [ns]
Fig. 1 Time course of the minor and major axes of the central section
of the electropore, clearly showing a divergent trend after the ﬁrst
40 ns.

statistical/analytical method fully described in the following
(see section The statistical/analytical method).
For the purpose of the present work, although the three
presented methodologies are able to describe the electropore
morphology for any pore dynamics, the initial 40 ns have been
considered in order to better compare the output of the three
methodologies. As a matter of fact, the reason for the choice of
a stable pore is essentially computational: one is able to study
a possible electropore equilibrium condition, and hence to
conne the analysis on a well selected region of the phasespace. This allowed the calculation of some statistical properties (see the standard errors and the standard deviations
provided in the following) of the output data.
In order to minimize the electropore translational motion
during the simulation it is convenient to apply a centering
algorithm. The re-centering group is here chosen by taking into
account, in the very central region of the pore (dened by lipid
heads spatial distribution, see the Results section for the
details), only those lipids whose translation along the z-axis do
not exceed 0.2 nm (absolute value) from the membrane center
of mass. The resulting re-centering group consisted in six lipids
uniformly distributed around the inner pore region.
In the following sections, the three specied methodologies
for determining electropore geometry will be applied to the
molecular simulation described above, and the results for pore
volume and shape will then be compared. As discussed in the
following sections, the results are strongly dependent on the
specic approach adopted. Even aer the method is selected
one must decide, for example, on what will constitute the limits
of the pore walls. Shall they be more sharply dened by atoms of
the phospholipid head groups or more loosely dened by water
molecules, those in the pore channel and those hydrating the
head groups? Fig. 2 points out these two ways.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

The HOLE method
Fig. 3 presents the methodological approach for obtaining the
complete prole of electropore radii along the z direction. The
procedure requires the user to specify an initial point p that lies
anywhere within the pore. A probe sphere with radius R(p) can
be centered at p without overlapping any atom:
R(p) ¼ miniNatom[|xi  p|  vdWi]

(1)

where xi is the vector giving the position of atom i (up to Natom),
and vdWi is the van der Waals radius of an atom belonging to
the pore wall. The values used for the van der Waals radii were

The main steps of the ‘hole’ method: panel (A) shows a top view
of the spherical probe (blue) tangent to the van der Waals surfaces of
lipid head group atoms; panel (B) is the side view of the spherical probe
entering the pore (water molecules are not shown); as the probe
enters more deeply into the electropore the maximum sphere radius
may change, depending on the local constriction determined by lipid
heads. Molecular graphics images were generated with visual VMD
1.8.7.49

Fig. 3
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taken from the force eld used in the electropore simulation.
Any ion or solvent molecule found in the channel is excluded
from consideration. The Metropolis Monte Carlo simulated
annealing procedure50 is used to adjust the point p to nd the
largest sphere whose center lies on the plane through the
original point orthogonal to the pore axis. All distance searches
are conducted in three dimensions. Once the highest radius
sphere center on a particular plane has been established, a new
search is initiated by taking a step of length Dr in the direction
of the pore axis so that one can obtain a series of spheres of
maximum radius crossing the multiple planes distant Dr from
each other.
The maximum probe dimension is essentially determined by
the vdWi radii of the lipid heads atoms. For the sake of
simplicity, in panel (A) of Fig. 3 only four representative lipids
have been represented, hence the maximum probe sphere is
just tangent to the nearest van der Waals surface. As the probe
enters more deeply into the electropore, the maximum sphere
radius may change, according to the local constriction. The net
result can be thought of as producing the locus of a exible
sphere “squeezing” through the center of the ion channel. The
use of Monte Carlo simulated annealing reduces the possibility
of the routine becoming stuck in a local minimum. Panel (B) of
Fig. 3 gives a graphical representation of diﬀerent probe
spheres at diﬀerent pore heights: the complete probe radii
prole is indicative of the electropore shape. In this work scripts
available
from
HOLE
2.2
were
used
(http://
www.holeprogram.org/). Following this methodological
approach, the direct evaluation of electropore volume is obtained via the summation of several circular cylindroids:
V¼

max 
X


pRz ð pÞ2 Dr

(2)

z¼min

where Rz(p) is the probe sphere radius at a given height z, min
and max represent the electropore upper and lower terminations (see the following Discussion section), and Dr the height
of each circular slice. It is worth noting that eqn (2) assumes the
summation of perfectly circular cylindroids; i.e., the possible
presence of elliptical or irregular sections cannot be properly
taken into account.
The water cylindrical slabs method
While the previous approach allows the geometrical characterization of the electropore starting from lipid head group atoms'
spatial occupancy, diﬀerent strategies can be adopted in order
to reconstruct the pore shape, for example by taking into
account water density proles through the pore. One of the rst
methods proposing this approach is the one introduced by
Fernández and coworkers34 and here presented as the “water
cylindrical slabs” approach as the electropore sections have
cylindrical shapes. This method, aer establishing electropore
upper and lower terminations, represents the lipid pore shape
as a stack of elliptical slices with a xed height Dz. The overall
procedure is depicted in Fig. 4. To accurately characterize the
pore geometry at a given time, a three-step algorithm is applied.
First, the pore is centered inside the simulation box as
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explained in the Systems and structures section. Second, once
the pore has been centered, the membrane is partitioned in
three diﬀerent parts: the upper polar region, the internal
nonpolar region, and the lower polar region (Fig. 4 panel A). In
order to detect the boundaries of the internal nonpolar region
in the z direction, the average position of the z coordinate is
computed for a specic atom (depending on the specic lipid
model used within the simulation; P or N for POPC) belonging
to lipid head groups. In Fig. 4 (panel A) these average z positions
ZUP and ZDOWN are shown for the upper and the lower leaets,
respectively. The nonpolar region is then considered to be
conned between [ZDOWN and ZUP]. Third, the system volume
occupied by water molecules in the pore is sliced in cylindroids
(cylinder with elliptical base in the x, y plane) with proper height
in the z direction. The radii of the cylindroids are dened by the
distances between the most distant water molecules in x and y
directions (Fig. 4 panel B), as far as a certain cut-oﬀ distance.
The volume of the pore, V, is nally geometrically dened and
computed as the volume of the geometric gure combining all
the cylindroids inside the nonpolar region of the membrane.
Panel (C) of Fig. 4 points out the extremely diﬀerent shapes of
the stacked elliptical sections of the pore. As with the HOLE
method, a direct evaluation of electropore volume can be obtained via:
V¼

ZUP
X

ðpai bi ÞDr

(3)

i¼ZDOWN

where ai and bi are the i-th ellipse axes for a given slice i, and
ZDOWN and ZUP represent the electropore upper and lower
terminations, and Dr the height of each elliptical slice.
The statistical/analytical method
The nal method, proposed by Marracino et al.,35 extracts the
pore radius from an analysis of the tridimensional surface of
the pore. Pore geometry is irregular and variable on the nanosecond time scale, but at the same time there is a signicant
and discernible structure from which a tridimensional surface
can be extracted. This yields a rigorous characterization of the
whole pore volume, and also some biophysical variables of
interest such as water polarizability, water diﬀusivity, and ion
and small molecule transport. The electropore geometry is
constructed from the positional uctuations of water molecules, i.e. via a purely statistical approach. In particular, this
procedure aims to go beyond the method implemented by
Fernández et al.,34 where, although similar outcomes are
produced, the cylindrical slices forming the electropore are
obtained via a mechanical approach. Fig. 5 shows the overall
approach to describing the geometry of the lipid electropore by
extracting the geometrical parameters needed to fully describe
the pore as a one-sheet hyperboloid, the quadric surface that
well approximates the electropore 3D region (see Fig. 5, panel
A). The one-sheet hyperboloid is a quadric with equation
 0 2  0 2
 0 2
x
y
z
þ
¼1þ
(4)
a
b
c
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Fig. 4 Water cylindrical slabs method. Schematic representation of the simulation box, indicating the water region, the upper and the lower
polar regions of the bilayer and the internal nonpolar region of the bilayer (panel A) together with the stack of cylindroids building up the pore. In
panel (B) a magniﬁcation of the lower cylindroid is given, with the indication of the water molecules considered to deﬁne each elliptical slice
(panel C, crosses correspond to the center of the cylindroids). Note that the latter deﬁnition implies that the cylindroids axes are aligned along the
x–y Cartesian reference frame. Molecular graphics images were generated with visual VMD 1.8.7.49

From panel (B) of Fig. 5 it is evident that the central section
of the hyperboloid and its termination are dened by the
ellipses in z0 ¼ 0, z0 ¼ ZUP and z0 ¼ ZDOWN, each with two semiaxes. The parameters a, b and c in eqn (4) can be found
following the procedure given in ref. 35.
In order to extract from MD simulations the correct values
for the hyperboloid parameters, i.e. to calculate the geometric
uctuations of the water molecules present in a certain region,
we use the covariance matrix method.36,39 This method was
previously employed to characterize the geometry of complex
biomolecular systems (e.g. proteins) by approximating its overall structure to the ellipsoid given by the eigenvectors of the
covariance matrix as obtained by the distribution of the x, y, and
~
z coordinates of the protein atoms (the geometrical matrix C).
This is a direct extension of the most general essential dynamics
(ED) analysis, which focuses on seeking those collective degrees
of freedom that best approximate the total amount of uctuations of a dynamical system. ED is based on a principal
component analysis (PCA) of MD-generated structures.51 In the
present case (a lipid bilayer) one can dene bi-dimensional
elliptical sections obtained by the distribution of the x, y

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

coordinates of the atoms of the water molecules. Since water
molecules occupy a volume, one can consider cylindroids
(cylinder with elliptical base in the x, y plane) with a height
approximating the radius of a water molecule (0.15 nm) in the z
direction.34 Note that the slight variation along the z coordinate
of water atoms does not signicantly modify the distributions
along the x, y coordinates. Therefore, for a cylindrical slab
dened by water atoms, the elements of the 2  2 geometrical
matrix at each time frame are given by
N
X
~ ¼ 1
ðrl  hriÞðrl  hriÞT
C
N l¼1

(5)

where rl is the l-th atom position vector and hri is the mean
atomic position vector obtained by averaging all of the atom
position vectors. Diagonalization of the geometrical matrix
provides two eigenvectors (ci, i ¼ 1, 2) corresponding to the x, y
axes of the ellipse best tting the atom distribution at a given
MD time frame (geometrical axes) and two corresponding
eigenvalues (li, i ¼ 1, 2) given by the mean square uctuations
of the atomic positions along each eigenvector and providing
the size of the ellipse along its axes.
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Fig. 5

In panel (C) of Fig. 4 the Gaussian atomic positional distribution along each eigenvector is shown, with three possible
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
measures for each semi-axis length. Hereaer ai ¼ 2 li (i ¼ 1,
2); i.e., the value for the geometrical semi-axes are taken as two
times (95%) the value of the mean square uctuations of the
water atomic positions along each eigenvector. By knowing the
magnitudes of the semi-axes (a1, a2) and directions (c1, c2) at
each MD frame, one can quantitatively describe each elliptical
section given in eqn (5) in its internal reference system (i.e., a ¼
a1; b ¼ a2 and the x0 and y0 axes are directed along c1 and c2).
Finally, by applying the same procedure for diﬀerent slices
spanning from one end of the pore to the other, one can obtain
the instantaneous three-dimensional surface that denes the
pore.
The volume calculation is straightforward, using Cavalieri's
principle, from which one can nd the volume of a solid as
a “stack of slices” between the electropore terminations k:
ð þk
 
V¼
Aellipse z0 dz0
k

¼

ð þk ðð
k

 0 2 y 0 2
x
a

þ

b

0
0
0
 0 2 dx dy dz

# 1þ
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z
c

(6)

Moving to the more convenient elliptical coordinate system,
it follows:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 
ð þk ð 2p ð 1þ z0 2
c
V¼
abrdrdqdz0
(7)
k

0

0

where abr is the Jacobian as obtained by coordinate
transformation.

Results
To determine electropore geometry with these three proposed
methodologies it is crucial to identify the boundaries of the pore
along the pore axis. The proper termination positions, and
hence the length of the pore, can be identied by considering
the density distributions of nitrogen and phosphorus atoms on
the lipid head groups along the z-axis of the Cartesian reference
frame. In Fig. 6 it is apparent that the two Gaussian-like density
proles (centered around 5 and 9 nm along the z-axis for both
the nitrogen and phosphorus atoms) correspond to the two
interface regions of the bilayer, as also apparent from the water
density prole within the same region. The null nitrogen/
phosphorus densities at 3.5 nm and 10.6 nm (corresponding
to the transition between the regions depicted in green and blue
in Fig. 6) identify the furthest head groups forming the pore

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 6

walls. In the HOLE method these points can be used to determine the initial spherical probe radius (see dark blue sphere in
Fig. 3), which will decrease while entering in the electropore
(see spheres in progressing lighter blue in Fig. 3). The inner
region shown in Fig. 6 is, conversely, the basis for identifying
the electropore terminations (ends) for the latter two methods.
This inner region, i.e. where the N (or P) density is steady and
non-zero, indicates the electropore channel, where POPC
molecules are rotated out of the plane of the bilayer and water
molecules can pass. While the HOLE method extracts electropore geometry from lipid head group atom positions, the other
two approaches dene pore shape from water density proles.
Termination values to be inserted into eqn (3) and (7) have been
chosen as close as possible to the transition between green and
yellow regions of Fig. 6 (here we use 5% of the phosphorus
density).

The complete pore radius proﬁle from the HOLE program, for
two sets of atoms deﬁning pore walls (all lipids headgroup or P an N
only). The bars indicate the standard deviation as obtained by 9
samples within the 40 ns trajectory.

Fig. 7

lipids. The green curve represents the spherical probe as constrained by all atoms of lipid headgroups, while the black one
represents the same probe just constrained by the phosphorous
and nitrogen atoms of the lipid headgroups.
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HOLE method outcomes
The HOLE program was used to capture the instantaneous pore
geometry at diﬀerent frames of the overall equilibrated trajectory. A spherical probe, with a maximum radius of 5 nm, is
translated along the z-axis direction, with xed steps of
0.025 nm. At the electropore upper termination the probe
radius starts to decrease, nally reaching lower values according
to the local pore constriction. Fig. 7 shows the link between the
lipid head group N and P densities (a structural reference) and
the spherical probe radius. In the gure two proles are presented, representing the mean values taken from nine consecutive frames of the trajectory (one each 5 ns in order to cover the
entire 40 ns equilibrium trajectory), for the largest spherical
probe which can t the channel without overlapping with van
der Waals radii of two diﬀerent sets: one considering all lipid
atoms, the other taking into account only P and N atoms of the
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Fig. 8 (Panel A) Probability distribution of the elliptical axes for the
central cylindroid for the water cylindrical slabs method. (Panel B)
Complete proﬁle of pore sections together with their standard deviations (obtained from the whole trajectory).
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In both cases, as soon as the probe reaches the electropore
entrance, the radius begins to decrease monotonically, reaching
the lower sphere radius at about z ¼ 7 nm, corresponding to the
center of symmetry of the density prole. The radius prole
calculated via the HOLE program exhibits a sharp transition
from the initial 2 nm radius at the boundary between the outer
and transition regions (as dened in the previous section) to the
0.5 nm radius at the midpoint of the pore, for the rst set of
atoms, and about 0.7 nm radius for the latter set of atoms. In
both cases the proles indicate a peculiar hourglass shape. It is
interesting to compare the latter data with the ones obtained by
Casciola et al.,25 where the charge imbalance protocol is used to
obtain a stable electropore and the HOLE method is used to
evaluate the pore radius/charge imbalances relationship. Our
results match well (within the error bars) the one reported in
ref. 25 for the lowest value of charge imbalance (nonetheless the
diﬀerent simulated system could play a key role in the latter
comparison).
Water cylindrical slabs method outcomes
In Fig. 8, panel (A), the probability distribution of the central
cylindroid axes (corresponding to the electropore middle
section) is presented. The complete mean radius proles along
the pore channel are presented in panel (B) of the gure. The
radii of the cylindroids spanning from the upper to the lower

boundaries (ZUP and ZDOWN) are determined from the distances
between the most distant water molecules in x and y directions
as far as a distance of 3 nm. The values of the axes ai and bi for
each slice i (see eqn (3)) do not signicantly diﬀer from each
other, indicative of roughly circular electropore sections. Again,
the electropore shape is hourglass-like.

Statistical/analytical method outcomes
The main results from the application of the statistical analytical method are reported in Fig. 9, which highlights the three
cylindroids needed to unambiguously dene the 3D one sheet
hyperboloid, i.e., the upper (z0 ¼ ZUP in eqn (4)) and lower
terminations (z0 ¼ ZDOWN), as well as the central section (z0 ¼ 0).
It can be seen in Fig. 9 that the lengths of the semi-axes are
stable over the time of the trajectory, with mean values indicative of proper ellipses. The eccentricity values conrm this
behavior, also indicating sharp transitions of the elliptic
sections, probably combined with rapid rotations of the ellipse
semi-axes. In order to verify this, in Table 1 the mean square x,
y-components of the elliptic sections geometrical eigenvectors
are computed. The reported values indicate the absence of
favored rotational orientations due to presence of the exogenous electric eld aligned along the z-axis (for a freely tumbling
elliptic section, these mean values should be 1/2).
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Table 1 Mean square of the x, y components of the c1 eigenvector,
representative of the major axis direction along the Cartesian reference frame. The values are, within the error bars (obtained by calculating the standard error using ﬁve diﬀerent portions of the stable
electropore trajectory), around the expected value 0.5

I
i

Section

hc1,x2i

hc1,y2i

Upper termination
Central
Lower termination

0.57  0.05
0.56  0.04
0.59  0.06

0.43  0.05
0.44  0.04
1.41  0.06

Table 2

Methods
Volume

Volume calculations with the three methods
Hole
1.71a nm3
(5.8b nm3)
(28.5c nm3)

Water cylindrical slabs
16.8 nm3

Statistical/analytical
12.1 nm3

a

Terminations as in the water cylindrical slabs and the statistical/
analytical methods, h ¼ 2 nm. b Terminations at nitrogen atom
distribution peaks, h ¼ 4 nm. c Terminations at the boundaries
between transition and outer regions, h ¼ 7 nm.

As expected, the central section semi-axes are smaller than
those for the two termination ellipses, conrming the general
properties of the one-sheet hyperboloid. Following the general
hyperboloid equations given in ref. 35 one can easily obtain the
parameters a, b, and c in eqn (4), viz., a ¼1.03 nm, b ¼ 1.35 nm,
and c ¼ 1.22 nm, respectively (obtained from the mean values of
the semi-axes time series; for the calculation details and the
geometrical representation of the electropore see the ESI†).

Electropore volume by the three methods
Eqn (2), (3), and (7) allow the explicit calculation of pore volume.
For a direct comparison among the three methods the pore
height is set to same value h ¼ 2 nm, conned between the
terminations ZUP and ZDOWN, as previously dened. In Table 2
the calculated volumes are reported for all three methods.
Moreover, for the HOLE method, two further volume calculations have been carried out by modifying the electropore
terminations (see discussion of Fig. 5).

Discussion and conclusions
Characterization of the shape and size of lipid electropores is
essential for understanding how pore dimensions aﬀect intraand extra-pore (proximal and distal) water diﬀusivity, water
dipole behavior, ion and small molecule translocation, and
membrane mechanical properties.
The algorithm developed by Smart and coworkers, which
extracts electropore geometry from pore atom positions,31 and
two more recent approaches, which dene pore shape from
water density proles,34,35 were analyzed. All three methodologies are able to provide the boundaries of the pore in three
dimensions at any time point, so the volume of the pore, the
radius anywhere along the z-axis (normal to the plane of the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

bilayer), and other geometric characteristics like the shape of
pore sections can be determined.
Although quantitative examples of the results of applying
these methods have been given for a stable electropore simulation, in principle any electropore can be followed in time and
in response to changes in simulation parameters (temperature,
pressure, bilayer composition, salt concentration). For example,
the threshold for pore formation may signicantly change
depending on the diﬀerent chemical species present in the
simulation,24,30 with known eﬀects on electroporation-induced
currents in experimental approaches52–56 (in particular, Wu
and coworkers,55 as corollary to their measurements, used
a numerical approach for the pore diameter computation,
nding a value around 3.4 nm, in line with similar estimations
from chronopotentiometric measurements applied to planar
lipid membranes by Kalinowski and colleagues56).
Nonetheless, the validity of the three methods is general and
independent from the system; moreover, it is not necessary to
have a stabilized or static permeabilized bilayer, as one can be
interested in following the natural uctuations of pores over
time.
Apart the chemical species adopted to dene the electropore,
HOLE denes the shape of the electropore sections diﬀerently
from the other two methods. HOLE uses a spherical probe large
enough to avoid contact with the pore walls (dened by vdWi
radii of the lipid head group atoms), repeating the procedure for
the whole pore length, while the other two take into account
more rigorously the actual position-dependent cross-section of
the pore along its axis. The HOLE radii values are small relative
to the radii obtained with the other two methods, possibly
a result of underestimating the solvent-accessible area by
ignoring the water molecules in the pore.
The main diﬀerence between the water cylindrical slabs34
and the statistical-analytical35 methods is the mechanical versus
statistical denition of pore elliptical sections. In our previous
work,35 the electropore geometry is dened by water positional
uctuations. This allows a quantitative description of electropore boundaries, where each elliptical slice includes 95% of the
Gaussian atomic positional distribution of water molecules
along each semi-axis. This method should provide more
rigorous estimates of electropore dimensions than those given
by the method of Fernández et al.,34 where pore radii are
approximated from the coordinates of the water molecules at
the greatest distance from the pore axis in the plane of the
bilayer, which could lead to overestimation of pore radius, and
by the method of Smart et al., where the pore walls are dened
by lipid atoms, without taking into consideration the water
molecules in the pore (free in the solvent-lled center or
hydrating the pore wall head groups) and thus underestimating
the lateral extent of the pore. Fig. 10 conrms these
assumptions.
For reproducible volume calculations, a key point is the
choice of electropore upper and lower terminations. For the
water cylindrical slabs and the statistical/analytical methods the
overall pore length is about 2 nm (see Fig. 6) and proper
comparisons can be made. The statistical/analytical method
produces slightly smaller volumes than the water cylindrical
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Fig. 10 Comparison of pore dimensions along the electropore
channel. In the inner region of the pore, as deﬁned in Fig. 6, the HOLE
method pore radius is much smaller than the radii from the water
cylindrical slabs (WCS) and statistical/analytical (STAN) methods,
resulting in a much smaller electropore volume.

slabs method. The HOLE method yields smaller value estimations for the pore volume. Not only when we used a 2 nm height
as for the other two methods, but also if we increase the height
up to 4 nm (the distance between the two nitrogen density peaks
of Fig. 6). The volume becomes comparable only if we consider
as height the distance between the ends of the transition
regions (h ¼ 7 nm).
Finally, while the pore has an hourglass-like shape in all
three methodologies, the pore elliptical sections are more easily
reproduced with the statistical/analytical methodology (see
Fig. 10). In fact, the use of eqn (5) guarantees the extraction of
the correct shape, since it quantitatively describes each elliptical section in its internal reference system.
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